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SECOND ANNUAL MOOT COURT NIGHT

David R. Jones

Bruce Elfvin

Judge John J. McMahon, Judge John M.
Manos, Judge August Pryatel

Gerald Simmons

PLESEC WINS OUTSTANDING
ADVOCATE AW ARD
A standing-room-only crowd greeted
the Second Annual Moot Court Night,
held at the College of Law on Saturday,
November 7, 1970. The event climaxed
more than three months work on the part
of the entire Moot Court team, and presented the final argument of the national
moot court problem to students, faculty
members, and their guests.
Presiding over the event he planned:
and organized was Harvey Yasinow,
Chairman of the Moot Court Board. After
Yasinow's brief welcoming remarks, Professor Hyman Cohen, the team advisor,
was introduced and gave a capsule view
of the activities involved in the Moot
Court program.
The main point of the evening was the
argument itself. David Ross Jones and
Bruce Elfvin represented the Petitioners,
and Gerald Simmons and William Plesec
handled the side of the Respondents.
These four men had been selected as the
top advocates on the team after many
intra-squad rounds, and also represented
the school in the regional competition.
The alternates for the national team,
Dick Sutter and Tom Baechle, were introduced to the audience along with all other
team members.
The distinguished panel of judges was
comprised of Court of Appeals Judge John
M. Manos, who acted as Chief Justice, and
Court of Common Pleas Judges John J.
McMahon and August Pryatel. After the
argument, the court commented most generously on the quality of preparation that
was evident in the argument, as well as
on the value of the moot court program.
The Respondents were declared the winning team, and Bill Plesec received an
award from the court as the Outstanding
Advocate of that argument.

EXERCISE IN FREEDOM
by Gary Pompan

This quarter, the commercial law class
of Professor William Tabac is engaging in
an "exercise in freedom." This is the
unique name which Professor Tabac gives
his experiment of a new method of law
study.
Professor Tabac has divided the course
grade into two parts. The first is the traditional final examination which will test
on general sales law. The second part is
a consumer project. The student is on his
own to do any project related to sales law.
Those who do not want to do this investigative work may write a paper on some
interest area in sales or a related topic.
Some students are investigating prices of
drugs on the retail level. Some are bringing suit against a doctor and hospital m
Pennsylvania for breach of warranty of
hospital equipment. Others are investigating encyclopedia sales. They may take

Gerald Simmons received the award as
Outstanding Advocate of the Intra-Squad
Rounds from Bill Kohner, who received
the award last year. The award for Most
Valuable Team Member, voted by the
team itself, went to Bill Plesec, a double
winner that night. Dean Gaynor was presented a plaque for the school won by
Sheila Kahoe and Terry O'Donnell in the
ABA moot court competition last spring,
with the male half of the duo doing the
honors.
A light touch to the evening's proceedings was added when the unsung heroes
of the team, the wives of team members,
were introduced for a well-deserved
round of applause. With this recognition

went the thought that they now could
have their husbands back after the intense, time-consuming activities of the
past months.
The final presentation of Moot Court
Night was a genuine surprise to Professor
Cohen, who received a plaque of appreciation from the team for his dedication
and inspiration to all those who were
involved with the moot court program
this year.
The evening concluded with refreshments in the lounge spiced by reflections
on the argument. After the success of our
Second Annual Moot Court Night, we can
look forward confidently to like festivities
in corning years.

1970-71 STUDENT BAR SENATE

Sitting, left to right: Mary Thelwell, E'72; William Plesec, Vice-President; Ira 0. Kane,
D'71; Rodger Kimmel, Treasurer; Standing, left to right: Stephen T. Yost, E'73; David
Ross Jones, D'72; Frank J. Pokorny, E'73; William H. Wiest, D'71; George M. Schroeck,
D'72; Robert Chernett, A.BA., Law Student Representative (non-voting member); Roy
De Barbieri, D'72; Frank J. Cumberland, Jr., E'74; Ronald H. Mills, E'72; Timothy M.
Flanagan, D '71; Charles E. Mathay, E'72; John Lombardo, E'71; John H. Thornburg,
E'73; Charles E. Jancura, E'74; Craig Collingwood, E'72.

these to court if they want; they may
pursue these investigations as far as they
like.
Another innovation in his class is allowing free discussion on any subject of student interest every other week. This encourages the student to speak his mind
instead of worrying if he has the ·correct
answer from his notes or casebook.
Professor Tabac is trying to change the
traditional structure of the class on sales.
Students are tired of the usual classroom
situation. They are interested in the social
problems outside the classroom. An experiment such as this gives them a chance
to satisfy their interests. Most students

are enthusiastic but are not used to having this freedom. They rely on the teacher
for approval. He is trying to show them
that they do not need teacher approval.
Rather than have a teacher lecture to
them, they should go out on their own to
find the answers to their questions.
He would feel better if he did not have
to give grades, thus giving them even
more freedom. As it is they have more
freedom than before, but the grade still
ties them down. Professor Tabac is making the study of law more relevant and
exciting for his students, giving them freedom to pursue their own interests, a
chance they may never have again.

6th CIRCUIT CONFERENCE

ROLE OF
LAW STUDENT
EXPANDS
by Terry Gilbert
What is the objective of a law
school? Undouptedly a simple question. Obviously the purpose of a
law school is to prepare men and
women for the practice of law and
to develop the skills needed to analyze legal problems-to teach law;
what else? Well, there is something
else. And one who has any active
involvement with law school functions should be aware of a purpose
which perhaps concurs in importance
with the basic objectives, yet in
many ways is ignored, overlooked,
and outwardly rejected. If a law
school is to survive as a vital institution, it must constantly respond to
the trends of society, always defining and redefining the ground it
stands on: "Lex spectat naturae ordinem"-The law regards the course
of nature; and so too must the law
school regard the course of its nature in providing new methods and
programs to meet new challenges.
Thus, it is absolutely essential that
a law school maintain an unobstructed level of communication with sister institutions and take cognizance
of developments in other schools.
This does not mean the compensation of a school's individual identity
for the sake of change; but bears
upon an undivided concern of faculty members and students to reflect,
discuss and possibly activate new
methods in improving the quality of
legal education.
Such was the underlying theme of
the Sixth Circuit Workshop of the
A.B.A.
Law Student Division
(LSD), where approximately fifty
student leaders, representing fifteen
law schools gathered in Columbus
on November 7, to exchange ideas
relevant to legal education and discuss the expanding role of the law
student.
Commencing the program was
Prof. Addison Dewey of Capital
University Law School who stressed
the necessity of lawyers to defend
the legal system they work within
See Law Students Page 5

SO WHO'S PERFECT?

NO JANUARY ISSUE

THE NOW OF TODAY
· fJcuJ 1~

"Why can't they be like "we"
were, perfect in every way? What's
the matter with kids, today?" This
is the famous song from "Bye· Bye
Birdie" with which we are all familiar. In the wake of a new first year
class there seems to be a problem,
a growing concern, a difference of
opinion. Law School is essential to
becoming an attorney and "we" plan
to give you just that. So what's the
difficulty?
Maybe the problem is in the word
today. To some educators today is
still in 1930-1940. Most of us were
not even born then, yet we live in
yesterday's today. Because of that,
we ·are eliminated from today's
world, ostracized from a world we
live in but can hardly affect. In Law
School, the problem is more acute.
They teach us the difference be-

tween right and duty, yet we are
ridiculed when we exercise these
rights. Clearly the SBA does not
hear our demand because the "we"
hold them in check like a mouse in
a maze when the students should be
more of a BULL in the pasture of
law. Students are a bigger majority
and should be treated with a similar
r espect. Still the Master guides and
provides the proper environment for
a legal community. Proper, rights,
justice, equality-they mean every
thing to our educators today-BULL
SHIT. We need the proper breathing room to be educated, i.e. to really learn the meaningful principles of
law. To include justice, rights and
duties.
The time is now. Not their t oday
for we represent now. Our goal
seems high because change is so

ROLL CALL VALUE
What does it take to make a faculty more professional? The college
is currently undergoing the trauma of change, particularly in the area of
curriculum modernization. But any changes made should not be made indiscriminately, every aspect, especially social relevancy, should be deciphered fully. This type of professionalism should also extend to the area
of administrative modernization. It is of the utmost importance that the
faculty of the law college reconsider their actions at their last meeting on
the subject of pupil attendance records.
It is practically a sin to bog the academic climate with dubious redtape of truly questionable value. The subject of uniform attendance she~ts
with the inference that all teachers are to keep their pupil's attendance in
the same manner and then enshrine them ad infinitum in an appropriately
expensive file cabinet tends to destroy the teachers freedom to handle a
very basic part of his class discipline. Arguments that some future investigatory team may come along and ask to see class attendance records from
the past are not overly convincing.
Presently, every faculty member has an adequate and workable method
of supervising his class attendance. To foist this uniform system on them
would do much to jeopardize faculty integrity in the classroom. Worse yet,
there are hidden implications in the suggested program that faculty members cannot be trusted to follow the directives of the Ohio Supreme Court
on the matter of class attendance by law students. Y.Te would never encourage that the school should not follow the courts directives in this area, but
it is going to the absurd to bother professors with this extreme form of
clerkship. They are paid to teach not to dicker with forms.
Since class time is so short yet so valuable, some teachers have on their
own perfected satisfactory methods of ascertaining pupil attendance other
than roll calling or seating charts which were the su ggestions given at the
faculty meeting. The Dean and his staff are already overburdened with
other problems and expenses, don't give them yet an other on e.

CONSTRUCTIVE FEAR
FOR SUCCESS
Adjunct Professor Wilton S. Sogg, and Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
are to be commended for another outstanding contribution to the college
of law and its students. Professor Sogg has shown that it is not the purpose
of educators to needlessly throw fear into the fir st year students, but that
when it is done, it should be a guided trauma with constructive directions
to alleviate and eventually overcome the basic fear while prodding the student to his highest productive level. Last week's practice exam with Professor Soggs introductory lecture was attended by over a hundred and a
quarter of the first y.ear students plus an unexpected number of upper classmen seeking continuing help and advice from a realistic member of the
faculty.
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slow. Our Utopia and Millenium is
far out, but who is causing an anchor to drag, when our student body
wants to start moving forward. Despite the anchor anything we do as
a school must be unified. The results, no matter how minute, will be
for now and not the today. Today
has become yesterday people, now
is forever.
Why N.O.W.? Because it's Not
Our World and it should be. Wakeup "the perfect" educators, lawyers,
judges and government officials.
Show how their perfect ways need
adjustment for the greater good of
NOW.
In the eternal words of Victor
Hugo "nothing can withstand the
force of an idea whose time has
come."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Dean Gaynor:
c/ o THE GAVEL
As two recent graduates, we were
shocked and appalled at the showing of our class on the July 1, 1970,
Bar Examination. For the present,
we find ourselves greatly embarrassed when asked by our colleagues
here about our law school. Our
sense of pride at being appointed to
our respective positions here, and
the prestige accruing to the law
school therefrom, is now overshadowed by the perennial failure of the
law school to send prepared graduates to the Bar Exam.
Our law school passed the lowest
percentage of any Ohio law school,
and was put to shame by such prestige lacking institutions as Ohio
Northern University, Salmon P.
Chase Law School, and The University of Toledo. Even our first day
class failed to score higher than the
state average, which was, incidently,
the lowest in ten years.
In the past the immediate blame
has been placed on the fact that our
law school is an institution composed primarily of part-time students, and designed primarily to
offer opportunity to those who
would be otherwise unable to attend.
Both of these points fail to explain
how the other four schools in Ohio
offering evening programs, and the
other four public institutions all
scored substantially higher than
Cleveland State.
A high quality legal education is
not inconsistent with the offering of
opportunity, even at a state supported school. Examples here in
Ohio conclusively show this to be
true.
Where then does the fault lie? We
would suggest three areas, though
we are sure many more could be
added by those more informed than
ourselves. First, we feel that the
admissions standards should be reviewed and upgraded. Our school
no longer needs to accept unprepared students simply for tuition
revenue.
Next, we feel that the law school
administration should firmly back
those faculty members seeking to
impose more demanding standards
in the classroom. We reject the argument that by accepting a student
for admission the school owes him a
degree. The lack of support shown
these concerned faculty members
has not only damaged faculty morale, but has continued the negligent
practice of the law school graduating people unequipped to take even
the first step in becoming lawyerspassing the bar.
Finally, while we reaffirm our
great respect for the vast majority
See Letters Page 6

page two

As with the policy of THE GAVEL,
there will be no publication for the month
of January, 1971 due to final exams and
Christmas vacation. The next issue will
be Volume 19, Number 4, February 1,
1971. Final copy deadline for that issue
will be January 15, 1971.

LETTERS ...
November 22, 1970
Dear Editor:
As a member of the first year class
of Cleveland State College of Law,
may I extend my thanks to the
members of Phi Alpha Delta Fraternity, who sponsored the lecture
and practice exam of Saturday, November 21, 1970.
In total, it was a most rewarding
and enlightening educational experience. One left this brief session with
a slightly better grasp of the expectations to be encountered in dealing
with a law school or bar exam question.
Perhaps most responsible for instilling this feeling were Professors
Sogg and Werber. They frankly
anticipated and raised points and answers to our inarticulated questions.
Again, my thanks to the sponsors
of this activity, a service to the
students.
My only regret is that more students were not in attendance.
Sincerely,
M. M. Jambor

November 23, 1970
Dear Editor:
To Whom it may concern:
Law school is irrelevant to Black
students. Of course, there are some
students and professors who will
disagree, but as a general rule this
statement is valid.
This feeling became apparent and
blatantly obvious at the student
faculty meeting Monday. The issues
raised by both sides contained merit,
but it did not directly concern or
pertain to Black students at this or
any law school.
Black students have no illusions
about law school or life outside the
law school. Blacks know that the
large prestigious law firms are not
going to hire Black lawyers, beyond
the token firm member. Therefore,
we won't prepare and mail 200
copies of our resume to the various
law firms in pursuit of a position
that we are supposed to be qualified
for. We are also aware that our
chances of working for the government as lawyers are slim at best.
Black law students are aware that
when they finish law school their
clients will be the poor, the disadvantaged,
and
predominately
Black residents of the inner-cities,
who cannot afford a lawyer. Most
Black lawyers will not make $15,000
a year. Some will even get a job
working nites at that equal opportunity employer, the Post Office,
where Blacks with college degrees
are not uncommon. Black lawyers
are aware that most of their cases
will be criminal cases, and the people they will have to defend will be
Blacks who have been arrested for
the small petty crimes.
For these reasons Black law students are not concerned with "lollipop professors," pass-fail grades,
student representation on faculty
committees, or the politicking among
the faculty for the various committee positions. Most will find law
school a bitter experience where
more often than not they receive
their share of "F's"-and as a bonus
insults before they castrate you
again.
Larry G. Smith
2nd year

HOW MUCH POWER IS NO POWER?

OUR TOOTHLESS CONSTITUTION
by George Schroeck
Senator, '72
"Make no mistake," the new Student Bar Association Constitution
has a big mouth, but few teeth. Just
how few is obvious when one scrutinizes Article II, Section 4, paragraphs 2 through 7, under Legislative Authority which states:
The Senate shall have the powers:
2. To petition the administration to consider problems
coming before the Student
Senate or the law school;
3. To engage in projects beneficial to the law school or the
law students;
4. To represent the student
body to various Bar Associations and other organizations;
5. To pass regulations governing student conduct;
6. To determine the conduct of
its Senators;
7. To enact any legislation necessary and proper to the
exercise OF ALL POWERS
GRANTED IN THIS CONSTITUTION (Emphasis added).

Powerless Power

Considering the foregoing arguments, it appears only natural that
the student body should be credited
with the necessary intelligence and
responsibility to attain and maintain
successfully a degree of self government in the areas of government
most directly affecting them.

George Schroeck

Student's Mistake
This article does not criticize the
administration, for the administration has not stopped or blocked the
student body from attaining that de-

gree of self government. It criticizes
the Constitution for not enumerating or delegating to itself any real
authority, along with those students,
this writer included, who didn't
bother to rationally consider the
document we voted as our Constitution.
On Thursday, October 22, Doctor
Miller, the Provost of Cleveland
State University spoke to the law
students and faculty. When asked if
he felt the administration and the
Board of Trustees at Cleveland State
would be favorable to granting the
Student Bar a degree of official authority for self government in the
area of student affairs, he stated that
he believed that it would be, and
that it, and the administration had
always favored student participation. I asked him personally, when
the meeting ended, if he believed
that there was any chance that the
Board of Trustees which is invested
by the state with the authority to
formulate policy at Cleveland State
University, would entertain favorably a bill or petition to assign or
delegate a portion of its authority to
the Student Bar. He stated that he
felt this was possible provided it was
ratified by the Faculty Council at
the University level before being

What real powers are granted in
this Constitution? The only real and
important non-monetary or procedural power enumerated is the
power to pass regulations governing OUR RESIDENT JUDGE SILBERT
student conduct, and the Constitution does not claim or even imply
that this is a right or that it exists
exclusively to the students.
The Preamble states that:
Chief Justice Emeritus Samuel H. Silbert of the Cuyahoga County
"We the students of the Cleveland- .Court of Common Pleas was recently feted by The Joint Veterans ComMarshall College of Law, in order to mission of Cuyahoga County at a luncheon in his honor following Veterans
establish an effective organization to Day Services on Public Square. Nearly 250 persons attended the luncheon
guarantee the rights of students and which named Judge Silbert "Veteran of the Year."
free expression under the regulation
President Theodore S . Holtz of the Joint Veterans Commission -toasted
of a representative Student Senate, Silbert in the following accolades:
do authorize and adopt this Con"Diminutive in physical stature, gigantic and encompassing restitution."
former of significant legal practices, renowned humanitarian and voice
Preambles generally state the purof the otherwise voiceless people, world traveler and observer, author
pose of the document they preamble,
and pungent commentator upon urgently needed governmental imbut have no legal effect themselves.
provements, Samuel H . Silbert literally elevated himself from the sideNowhere in the Constitution proper
walks of Newark, New Jersey and made his way by fortunate circumdo we find any mention of the rights
stance to Cleveland, Ohio, where in 1911, as a youth barely old enough
of students, free expression, or the
to vote, the then Mayor Newton D. Baker appointed him a city Police
enumeration of student rights. But
Prosecutor. From that moment until recently when he retired as Chief
then it is a known fact that the adJustice of the Common Pleas Court, Samuel H. Silbert performed courministration and faculty have stood
ageously, honorably, fairly, and without a single blemish of doubt upon
ready and willing to help students
so sustained a record-his lifetime commitment has been to the Procwith their problems and has allowed
esses of Justice, and is his great and primary professional love in life.
them to sit on various committees.
Throughout his long and outstanding career, Samuel H. Silbert, though
Perhaps in such a benevolent envislight in form and raising his usually rumpled thatch of magnificently
ronment it is understandable why
gray hair, barely over five feet, nevertheless, in the esteem and the
no enumeration of student rights or
hearts of the community he served so long and so well, stands as tall as
declaration of authority to govern
The Terminal Tower over the human landscape of Greater Cleveland."
in the area of student affairs, apWe of THE GAVEL know we speak for the administration, faculty and
pears in the Constitution. Perhaps
our constitutional drafters felt that students in saying that we are honored to have such a distinguished alumstudents were present at Cleveland- nus affiliated with Cleveland-Marshall College of Law.
Marshall to obtain' a legal education
and not to serve as semi-administrators. Yet all considered; the fact re- LET US BOYCOTT IN CLEVELAND
mains that at many leading law
schools a new trend has occurred,
that of student participation in cooperative government or a high deby John Gannon, '72
gree of self government in the areas
directly affecting the student body.
The United Farm Worker's Or- provements in wages, hours, or
It may be time to join the new ganizing Committee, AFL-CIO un- working conditions. The field worktrend, that of students participating der the leadership of Caesar Chavez ers first learned of their fate through
in policy making, at least in those is again calling upon the people of the newspapers as had never been
areas directly affecting the student Cuyahoga County for help in alle- registered or even contacted by
body. The rationality of such a step viating the poverty and oppression Teamster official. Indignant over the
could rest upon these facts:
of farm workers in California and attempted fraud perpetrated by the
(1) The student body is comprised Arizona. On July 23, 1970, as vic- growers and local Teamster officials,
entirely of college graduates who tory was imminent in the Delano eight thousand farm workers walked
are at Cleveland-Marshall seeking grape strike and boycott and after out of the fields on August 24, 1970,
a professional degree requiring the three years of organizing in the Sa- and have been on strike since then
recipient to be of high moral char- linas and Santa Maria Valleys, Cae- in an all out effort for self determiacter and able to undertake respon- sar Chavez sent a telegram to the nation. They want to be represented
sibility.
Salinas growers asking for union by a union that is responsive to the
(2) That many law students will representation elections for their needs and hopes, with leaders they
no doubt soon become professionals field workers. The Salinas growers can trust. They want a union of
in the community exercising posi- decided to negotiate with Teamster their own choice.
tions of high responsibility in the Locals concerning contracts for their
Since August 24, the lettuce growlegal profession and will achieve field workers. Five days later the ers in the Salinas, Santa Maria and
offices of authority.
growers announced that the Team- Imperial Valleys, with the exception
(3) Many students have or are sters represented their workers.
of two of the largest companies, have
now working within the community
"Sweetheart" c o n t r a c t s were persistently refused to even meet
at responsible jobs, are tax paying agreed to between the growers and with the United Farm Worker's Oradults, and are responsible voters.
the Teamsters providing no im- ganizing Committee. United Fruit

presented to the Board of Trustees.
He further stated that the right to
argue for it would be afforded all
the way up the line.
We have adopted a Constitution
which with time will serve as precedent for countless classes, Constitution which will never allow government by the students, for the students in any degree of officialdom;
a Constitution that will never permit the students to demonstrate
whether as a body they are responsible and intelligent enough to exercise a degree of self government.
Students who believe in academic
freedom and student participation
in the formulation of school policy
should endeavor to effect a revision,
if not a rescission of the Constitution.

Work With the System
If we are ever to have any degree
of self government it must be done
through and by the system (under
the laws of Ohio), but the first steps
must be initiated by the students.
Had the new Constitution enumerated an area of governmental authority to itself, the Student Bar
could have presented it to the Dean,
See Constitution Page 5

VETERAN OF THE YEAR

Chief Justice Emeritus Samuel H. Silbert

FARM WORKERS ASK FOR STUDENT AID
Company on August 30, 1970, held
representation elections supervised
by the Catholic Bishops Commission
and the workers employed on its
farms overwhelmingly selected the
U.F.W.O.C. to represent them.
On that same day United Fruit
Company signed contracts with the
U.F.W.O.C. providing for $2.10 per
hour, a nine hour work day, with
$.25 an hour for overtime, grievance
procedures, job security, sanitation
facilities in the fields, and pesticide
control clauses.
Without such contra<;:ts, farm
workers in many areas of California
were paid on a piece-work basis.
Based on a very low per unit wage,
the worker had to work 12-14 hours
per day a very fast pace in order to
earn a subsistence weekly salary.
These conditions had the long range
effect of making the average life
See Farm Aid Page 6

page three

FIRST YEAR CLASS LOOKS TO THE FUTURE OF C.S.U. LAW SCHOOL

THE RUMBLINGS OF CHANGE

RIGHT DISSENT
by Barry Laine and Richard Spotz

by R. S. Lynch
For perhaps the first time in the long
and distinguished history of the Law
School, someone has begun to do something about the "plight" of the freshman
student, while keeping a close eye on the
future of the school and the students.
The faint rumblings of dissatisfaction
with certain aspects of legal education
have been in the air for weeks. Small
groups of first students would be found
discussing quietly among themselves the
defects of the system which had begun to
unfold before them, enveloping them, with
little hope for escape. An upperclassman,
or even a professor, when consulted,
would often as not cast aspersions on the
capabilities of new students to judge a
system of which they were merely recent
additions.
And the thunder would fade a little.
Then ·in early November came the Student Bar election campaign. The first year
class found itself with nearly a dozen
candidates for 3 positions. The details will
not be recounted here, but let it suffice to
Eay that there were inequities to be seen
by any who cared to look. A group of
candidates attempted, unsuccessfully, to
revise the situation. As the thunderclaps
increased in intensity, SBA Prexy Gnazzo
calmed the storm by postponing the freshman elections for three weeks.
But the storm was not to be calmed.
Results of the recent state bar examination followed close on the heels of Gnazzo's surrogate. Cleveland State graduates
had not performed well on the state bar
exams.
And now more experienced voices could
be heard decrying the preparation given
them by OUR law school. But like all
that had gone before, this sounded like
mere puffery, to be quickly dispersed by
the first strong breeze.
And so it appeared.
Until a fraternity rush party attracted
a number of concerned first-year students.
The billing featured three professors
teaching freshman courses. There the
leaders of the revolution were exposed to
a trial by fire and became hardened for
the battle to come. There was the machinery of the circular system challenged
by the idealistic upstarts. And there was
the firm fist of authority, only slightly
veiled in a curious salt-and-pepper wool,
brought down with all the weight of position and experience. As the attendants
straggled home, a silence settled over the
battlefield.
And the calm continued into the next
day and became more distinct, until by
H igh Noon on November 19, 1970, you
could almost hear the sound of a pin
dropping, and listen to it echo down the
hall. There was hardly a first-year student
to be found in the Law building. But
within one class room raged a storm,
building in fury and intensity until a commitment had been made and it was ready

to vent itself on the system. The Freshman Class had met and decided on a
course of action.
At 2 o'clock, a student in Dean Gaynor's
History and Methods class asked for and
received the floor. He read the statement
agreed to at the Noon caucus:
We the students feel that this course, as
taught, is not relevant to a legal education; that this course ought to be graded
on a pass-fail basis; and hereby request
an immediate opportunity to discuss with
the Dean these complaints."
In the following fifty-five minutes, history was made, and the Dean gained a
new respect from his Freshman Class. Instead of a flat refusal, he opened the floor
to anyone who wished to speak. He listened to and understood the complaints.
He realized that they did not ask for
change merely for the sake of change; but
rather, that the Freshman Class was demanding change for their own sake, and
for the sake of the school. The frosh
looked to the future when they would
have to rely on the past-that is, the
present.
The Dean did not quiet the storm. He
shone through the dark clouds like the
sun. He committed himself to a pass-fail
grading system for his course THIS
QUARTER. He committed himself to
change the Legal History and Methods
course so that no first year class need
ever again take it in its present form .
And he committed himself to r equest the
faculty to attend a voluntary studentfaculty meeting where others in a position
to effect change will be able to fully hear
and understand the complaints of the
students.
The faculty and administration have a
duty to provide the best legal education
they can muster. And the students have
a duty to act responsibly at all times. But
we also have a right to demand the best
education that can be provided. There are
no excuses for a second-rate education.

LSD OFFERS
BRIEFING BOOKS
(SLL) Two new booklets entitled A
Streamlined Briefing Technique, Book I
and Book II, written by Clyde Emery,
Professor Emeritus of Law, Southern
Methodist University, have been published by the Division. One of the 46-page
booklets tells of briefing techniques to be
used for the states of California, Florida,
Illinois, Indiana, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia and West Virginia. The other booklet is for all other
states. An announcement concerning these
booklets will appear in the December issue of the Student Lawyer Journal.

ALUMNI NEWS
1953
ARTHUR L. VANCE has been elected
as the Loan Officer of the Main Office of
the Union Commerce Bank. His responsibilities encompass coordination of Union
Commerce's extensive innercity lending
program, including smaller loans to minority group businesses and businessmen,
and other urban development efforts in
cooperation with various agencies.
1956
NORBERT BOWERS is the Senior Tax
Advisor with the U.S. State Department's
U.S. Embassy in Bogota, Colombia.
1965
MAX M. BERRY is a Senior partner in
the law firm of Barry & Mullins, in Ponce
City, Oklahoma.
1966
MARTIN J. STROBEL has been named
General Counsel and Director of Government Relations for Dana Corporation. In
his new capacity, he will be responsible
for both the legal and the Government
Relations Departments.
1967
JAMES CELEBREZZE is Associate
Counsel for the Selker Mastics-Einbund
Attorneys. He has an addition to the
family, James P. Jr., 8 months old.
EDWARD CLARKE is an attorney with
Hyland & Hyland, Cleveland, Ohio. An
addition to the family is Elizabeth Ann
Clarke born in September, 1970.
TOBI GOLDOFTAS is the Editor-InChief of Industrial Publishing Company
(this is a trade magazine).
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1968
RICHARD BROWN is presently an attorney with the Cleveland Trust Company.
Eric Lee 5 months old, joins his older
brother Timothy at the Brown household
in Elyria, Ohio.
KEVIN O'REILLY is the new assistant
county prosecutor for Geauga County. His
new office will be at 119 Main st., Chardon, Ohio.
1969
WALTER J. ADAMS is the new Associate Patent Counsel for Lubrizol Corporation effective October 31, 1970. Prior to
joining Lubrizol in 1966, Mr. Adams was
an examiner with the U.S. Patent Office
in Washington.
DONALD NILES is an Assistant City
Prosecutor for Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
He is also a Partner in the firm of Tripp
& Niles. His new address is 1040 Bayview
Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33304.
1970
JAMES ADAIR is the Home Office Representative of Group Insurance & Pension
Sales for John Hancock Insurance, Cleveland, Ohio.
RICHARD BREZIC is the Vice President of the Gries Investment Company
located in the National City Bank Bldg.
of Cleveland.
RONALD BUCHAN is a Trust Officer
with the National City Bank of Cleveland.
JEFFREY RICH is the Law Clerk for
Justice Louis J. Schneider, Jr. of the Ohio
Supreme Court.
ALFRED DENMAN is the Senior Claims
Adjuster with Allstate Insurance Company
in Shaker Heights, Ohio.

At a recent class of Legal History and
Methods, actions were taken, words were
spoken, and a change of policy was effected. The preponderance of students in that
class were upset about the course's relative merit. In a soul-searching hour this
and many other points were discussed, resulting finally in the Dean's granting a
pass-fail system of grading. To this end
we do not object: nor are we opposed to
the discourse. However there were several
facets of the meeting that we feel obligated to speak out against. They are the
procedures that were followed, the fact
that the action taken was inconsistent
with the ends desired, and the negative
aspects of establishing the precedent of
deciding school policy in a classroom.
Proper channels were not employed in
this protest. Our representatives were not
asked to intervene in our behalf. In fact
when Pat Gnazzo tried to enter the first
meeting,where a course of action was outlined, he was politely asked to leave.
Professors were not requested to act as
intermediaries. No formal complaint was
lodged. A petition , a less direct and more
polite means of confrontation, was not employed. Instead a student got up and read
a statement, criticising directly the manner in which the course was taught, and
indirectly the dean himself. Following that
was the insistence that the demands be
aired immediately, and if not, a walkout
was tentatively planned. Our objection:
As prospective lawyers we are concerned
with procedure, a proper format, the rules
by which we are governed. When available we should follow them ourselves. The
action taken was not the proper one under
the circumstances.
Further the result was not consistent
with the stated aims. In no way does
making History and Methods pass-fail improve the quality of this school. In fact it
has generally been argued that, pass-fail,
by removing the competitive qualities provides a lowering not a raising of standards.
Our -Objection: By confronting the dean
and by the employment of a pass-fail
standard in History and Methods, we have
in no conceivable way led to the improvement of the reputation of Cleveland State
University College of Law nor enhanced
our educaticnal development.
We are deeply concerned about the
precedent this has set. Confrontation and
demands are serious affairs. They should
not be used lightly. Our objection: School
policy should not be decided in a class-

LSCRRC-THE CHAffiMAN'S VIEW
by Sutter & Elfvin
Originally scheduled for this spot was
a scathing comment on student irresponsibility. Because of the actions of the First
Year Day class we have changed the topic
to student responsibility. Our collective
hats off to those students who were responsible for organizing the recent protest
on academic irrelevancy. With students
asserting certain rights there are, of
course, certain correlative duties. However, the institution must assert its rights
before we can perform duties we owe the
institution. What kind of a right can the
professor assert who comes to class and
lectures out of Gilbert's, or who constantly
comes to class late, or who verbally abuses
his class at the expense of teaching substantive material, or who downgrades because of subjective prejudices, or who
gives out grades like lollipops at a doctor's office.
The right of the professor to demand
performance in the classroom is grounded
upon the duty of the student to pursue
the study of law on a full time basis. The
converse of this proposition is also true.
Before a lobotomy is performed on the
student body, the knife wielder should,
perhaps, look at himself. To borrow an oft
used phrase, "Physician [professor?], heal
thyself."
Last year several of us predicted that
more and more, the students who would
be entering law school would be demanding far more of the faculty than the casebook analysis. Now that you (the First
Year students) have demanded more,
many upperclassmen will be looking to
you for leadership in the areas of student
rights and protest. While there have always been discontented law students,
there has seldom been enough impetus
mustered to "rock the boat." All too often
we have been concerned with our own
personal pressures, and have failed to take
affirmative action. Even at this juncture
many students may not wish to jeopardize
their "careers" to resolve the legitimate
issues raised at this time. It is possible
that in the ensuing weeks you may get
only muffled cheers of encouragement
from the remainder of the student body,
but your reinforcements are fast being
prepared. They will have had one more
year of active commitment and will be a
little more fed up with irrelevant bull shit.

room, devoid of administrations, professors, and a degree of expertise. School
policy should not be decided where emotion, not reason prevails, and speed, not
effectiveness is the goal.

111 C.S.U. GRADUATES PASS BAR
Following is the list of the 111 Cleveland State Law School graduates
who were admitted to the Ohio Bar following the July Bar Examination.
THE GAVEL speaks for the entire University in extending to these
individuals congratulations and the best of future luck.
Jerome Elliott Apple
James A. Baker
Volodymyr Orest Bazarko
Gerald A . Berk
Thomas Bertin
Glenn Earle Billington
Paul Edward Blade
James L. Blaszak
Arnold Theodore Blostein
Lawrence P . Borosh
Theodore V odrey Boyd
Stephen John Brown
James Willard Burke, Jr.
Charles Anthony Caruso
Patrick J. Casey
Kenet E. Chareau
Sherman G. Clevenger
Frederick J . Condon
Loretta Agnes Coyne
Theodore J. Dalheim
John Frank Day
Salvatore D . Defelice
Alfred Denman
Larry Morgan Dickey
Robert Charles Egger
Elliott Roy Eisner
Mary Eileen Fallon
George Fedynsky
Robert A. Fein
Richard A. Fishman
Sanford Howard F lack
Richard Galex
John W. Gallagher
Timothy John Gauntner
Philip Nicholas Georgeadis
Eric R. Gilbertson
Ronald Jan Gogul
John L. Goodman
Deborah C. Goshien
Harry William Greenfield
Julian S . Greenspun
Harry Louis Haber
William Sams Halberg
Barney Thompson Hamlin
John F. Harkins
John Patrick Hildebrand
Richard Allen Hoenigman
Jeffrey L. Holden
Joseph B. Hosler
Jeffrey Kahn
John Charles Kikol
Edward Joseph Kilbane, Jr.
John Francis Kirwan
Theodore R. Klammer
Leonard Lane Kleinman

Jeffrey A. Kolt
Frank Joseph Kozelka, III
David E. Lowe
Jack Evans Mauler
James Joseph George McMonagle
Neil Vaughan McWherter
Donald L. Michel
Arthur Edward Miller
Paul L. Millet
Patrick James Morgan
Fred M. Mosely
Thomas John Moutz
Michael T. Murray
Daniel E. Myers
Stephen Rudolph Olah
Bruce D . Parish
Jerry P . Parker
Robert Shelly Passov
Lewis Richard Pearce
George Richard Penfield
Michael Henry Peterson
James V. Phillips
John Francis Pilch
Albert L . Purola
Jeffrey Alan Rich
Allan Robert Richards
Jay A. Rini
Walter A. Rodgers
Ronald Lee Rosenfield
Thomas Joseph Sammon
Timothy W. Sauvain
Edward Henri Schaefer
Howard F. Schuman
David Joseph Sgro
David Jacob Sherriff
Howard Gregory Shimola
Alan I. Shorr
Joseph Allan Smith
M. David Smith
Emil Frank Sos, Jr.
Albert Strobel
Patrick James Sweeney
John Carlile Talbott
David M. Thomas
Russell B . Turell
Carole Ruth Turoff
Joseph A. Valore
Jeffry Louis Weiler
Joseph H. Weiss, Jr.
Mark Richard Williams
John Robert Winchester
Donald F . Woodlock
Daniel Alan Silver took and passed the
Connecticut State Bar Examination.

A THREE CHOICE GOVERNMENT
by Paul T Kirner
Last month Prof. William Tabac
circulated a petition asking for a
Federal Grand Jury probe into the
Kent State indictments. The petition
followed the usual systematic procedure. First 100 students and 7
faculty members signed the petition
which was sent to the person who
has the power to open up the true
unbiased indictments of the Grand
Jury of Portage County for review.
Then, Mr. Krupansky, U.S. Attorney for the District of Ohio, with
true and real interest and concern
in the Kent State problems wanted
to give it the best attention possible.
The CSU College of Law petition
has been referred to Jerris "off-therecord" Leonard, the Assistant Attorney General in the Civil Rights
Division. Mr. Krupansky feels this
delegation to a higher authority will
truly give us the chance for a Federal review. He believes the feelings are greater in Washington, than
the state that bears the burden of
this catastrophe.
This delegation to a higher authority means that this petition will now
be picked out of a circular file by
a janitor who gets $100 more a year,
rather than the janitor in Columbus.
Action per se.

Constitution from Page 3

the Board of Overseers of the law
school, the President of Cleveland
State University and its Board of
Trustees; had they all approved, we
might have obtained an official voice
in the formulation of policy in those
areas we were bold enough to enumerate and delegate to our Constitution, and they were generous and
trusting enough to assign.
B u t let us r eturn to examine the
teeth of our present Constitution.
Just how strong might these teeth
prove to be if the Senate attempted
to chew with them? I personally
wonder.
Pat Gnazzo, Student Bar Association President, thinks they are
strong enough. He stated in the
November 1st edition of THE GAVEL, "President's Corner," page 6,
that:
"The comments I have received
as to the ineffectiveness of the new
Constitution and as to this document's lack of force necessary to be
a useful arm of the Student Body,
are, I think, completely unfounded.
It is not a piece of paper that makes
any government responsible. The
Constitution is basic and very general. It has all the necessary w ords
to give Student government the
guidelines for which to operate. Our
Student Bar Association can now
operate through a pr_-ocedure set out
in the Articles of the Constitution.
... The people we elect can either
let the Constitution sit ineffective
with no "punch" or they can give
this new Constitution the type of
power it should have, by enacting
good legislation in the best interest
of the whole student body . .. . However, if our representatives are not
interested or concerned, then I can
have no sympathy for later cries of
'What the Hell does the Student Bar
do.'"
Well, Pat, how the hell do the student representatives give a Constitution "punch" or "give this new
Constitution the type of power it
should have" without it being
amended?
Constitutions usually spell out the
area of authority a government possesses. I am not aware that it is an
American practice for representatives to produce "punchy" legislation from Constitutions that do not
empower them to do so. It has always been my understanding that
Constitutions empowered the legislature, not the legislators the Constitution, but of course you've been
in law school a year longer than I
so perhaps you've discovered a

Prof. Tabac's words were few because he knew the petition's chances
of affecting Mr. Krupansky were
slim yet he strongly believes the
system works. "The trial of the Kent
25 will conclude with the acquittal of
most of them. Yet, it is disappointing that the interference with civil
rights and government's anti-student
philosophy will continue."
"We are given three choices by
government," says Prof. Tabac
"l. The Polls-the right to vote
and express opinion for
change.
2. The Chairs-the right to remain silent and static.
3. Streets."
The problem really isn't the former
or the latter. The chair or apathy
leaves the polls open to the minority, who therefore control. The students just want the power of law
placed in the hands of the majority
who must learn to see and then must
be taught to care.
Though fruitless, the Tabac Petition is n ot worthless. It is one small
move to make the power of the vote
and freedom of expression more
meaningful. Thus, when more and
more get off their chairs, to be
counted, less people will need to
take to the street. The system does
work-it only needs to be worked
at.

method for the perpetration of such.
It is true that Article II, Section
4, paragraph 7 of the S.B.A. Constitution (To enact any legislation
necessary and proper to the exercise
of all powers granted in this Constitution) is of broad and encompassing girth which will serve well
as a NECESSARY AND PROPER
CLAUSE. But a "necessary and
proper clause". within a Constitution
has no effect unless it is grounded
upon expressly granted powers
clearly enumerated within that Constitution.
It would be very hard indeed to
argue that the S.B.A. Senate had
the right to legislate in certain areas,
unless those areas were explicitly
defined and set forth within the
body of the Constitution, no matter
how broad the "necessary and proper clause" was.
P owers must be granted, not taken
for granted. For our Constitution
to wear the mantle of officialdom it
must secure the approval of the
Cleveland State University Board
of Trustees which is the only body
legally empowered by the state to
grant to another body the authority
for policy making.
Lest someone think an attempt
has been made to hoist a noble
president high upon his own petard,
let me say that you, Pat, are known
to be master and lord over the shire
of political reality and it is a known
fact that you have already undertaken steps to "beef up" the Constitution, or perhaps "teeth it up."
I know that I speak for the second
year day class when I say that we
stand behind your leadership in this
noble venture. What we would like
to know is your opinion, philosophy,
and desires pertaining to: (1) THE
DEGREE OF AUTHORITY you feel
ought to be attained and exercised
by the S.B.A. Senate; (2) what
rights S.B.A. has or should have in
formulating policy directly affecting
the student body; (3) your ENUMERATION OF THE AREAS OF
POLICY, now formulated by the
university, faculty, and administration, that the S .B .A. should have
an official voice in formulating; (4)
whether the S .B .A. Senate ought to
seek such authority by legal means
or should it merely assert it has
such authority and hope no one will
question its legality.

Law Students from Page 1

as well as defending their own clients. The professor maintained that
we, as future attorneys, should be
continuously on guard for the "oneness of mind" which plagues America's middle class. When people ask
questions such as: Why our kids
can't read prayers in public school,
or why there is such a law as the
Fifth Amendment, it is our duty to
inform these people that the answers
are not founded upon the country's
hatred for God or an existing communist conspiracy in 1791. Therefore we should assume a greater
share of the responsibility of educating the public on legal matters and
attempt to remove such negative attitudes. In parting, Prof. Dewey left
us with these thought provoking
words of Justice Jackson-"\i\Te are
final not because we are infallible;
we are infallible only because we
are final."

Speakers Program
With a little ambition and hard
work, the student bar of Ohio Northern U. College of Law was able to
develop a superb speakers program,
bringing in to the isolated town of
Ada some prominent attorneys and
lectures. Among the speakers of
interest were Howard Cosell speaking on The Lawyer, the Athlete and
the Press, an Ohio Bar examiner
offering hints on how to take the
exam, Donald Traci (CSU grad)
telling how he obtained an $800,000
verdict, and Lt. Brannon of the Ohio
State Highway patrol who spoke on
the legality of the V ASCAR speed
trap. In one academic year, the students brought sixteen excellent
speakers to their school and financed
the entire project with their own
funds, enlisting no aid from the university or administration. The attendance was admirable and the education derived from the speeches
was immeasurable. It is indeed
strange that a small school in Ada,
Ohio can support such a program,
yet a large school in_Cleveland has
nothing in comparison.

Ira 0. Kane expounding on the value of
legal literacy at the Sixth Circuit Conference in Columbus, Ohio.

Law Review
Perhaps the most significant medium by which a law school gains
recognition is through the quality
of its law review or journal; and it
is unfortunate that many schools do
not maintain such a publication.
Our own Ira Kane, through his experience as Editor-in-Chief of the
CLEVELAND STATE LAW REVIEW, was able to point out the
various difficulties arising in compiling an issue and propose possible
remedies and suggestions to those
schools wishing to establish a review. Among his chief concerns is
the mounting criticism attacking the
overabundance of law journals in
this country and the prevalent feeling that law reviews from Harvard,
Yale, and Michigan, etc. sufficiently
cover the research field. Mr. Kane
strongly opposes this contention and
believes that there are countless
questions to be probed and various
methodological approaches to publication. If we are to uphold the value
of being legally literate, it is crucial

to emphasize the importance of legal
research.

Clinical Program
Particular attention was given to
the growing popularity of incorporating a practical perspective to the
student's law school experience. In
responding to this recognized need,
the University of Cincinnati Law
School has commenced a clinical
program operating under the adopted Rule of Practice of the Ohio Supreme Court which permits limited
and supervised client representational activities by senior law students in Ohio courts (Rule XVII
Ohio S u ·p r em e Court Rules of
Procedure, Appendix). Professor
Thomas Murphy, faculty member
and clinical instructor in residence,
was on hand to explain the operation and discuss the success of the
program. At U.C. senior students
may choose to enroll for three credit
hours of either the criminal or the
civil practice clinic involving representation of the poor and indigent.
To sustain the educational objective,
the number of cases handled are
screened by a case referral system,
allowing for the program only selected civil matters and misdemeanor cases. Working under a Ford
Foundation grant, UC's Clinical program is supported by separate rented facilities, including a specialized
library, six interview and conference
rooms, and a secretarial servicelocated a block from the law school.
Professor Murphy has found that
the primary problems besetting the
clinic is the surprising weak student
response and some skepticism on
the part of archaic faculty members.
However he firmly believes in the
unlimited educational benefits which
are to be derived from an intern
program, and expects to see in time,
a more positive reaction to them.
National LSD
No circuit workshop would be
complete without a consideration of
national matters. It was therefore
a hu ge asset to -have present A very
Friedman, National Secretary of the
Law Student Division of the ABA
who illuminated important issues
about the role of a national law student organization. Friedman sees
two fundamental questions which
must be answered: 1) Should the
Law Student Division be service
oriented and 2) Should the LSD
be a spokesman for our nation's law
students? In addressing the first
question, A very encourages the
placement of m?re stude~ts on ABA
standing committees, praises the legal writing clinics sponsored by
SCRIBES and LSD, and proposes
law and medical student dialogues.
He concedes that the service aspect
can afford to be somewhat limite~,
but strongly adheres to the proposition that LSD's major funct~on
should be speaking out and makmg
stands on various matters. Law
students have something to say
about curriculum issues, policy making, the Kent Stat~ sit_uation, and all
issues relating to Justice; and something can be done. We must make
use of the school newspaper, the
student bar and improve the overall level of' communication, as well
as encourage student participation.
Avery's presentation was. not only
informative but full of vibrant expectation-generating a spirit not to
be forgotten for some time.
Other workshops included Ohio
State's high school pre-law program,
Student research services, moot
court, representation on Ohio Bar
committees and newspapers. As the
only first y~ar student in attendanc7,
I was overwhelmed by the multitude of areas which call for much
needed improvement and change;
yet I am amazed at the apparent
apathy eating its way into the ranks
of law students. I only wish that
more students (especially from
CSU) could have had the opportunity to attend this enlightening
workshop-to see first hand the
dedication of unselfish law students
striving to make law school a better
institution.
page five
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expectance of an adult male farm
worker only 49 years. Thus the
benefits gained through contracts
such as the ones agreed to by United
Fruit and Purex Inc. (September 4,
1970) have many immediate as well
as long range effects which will substantially improve the lives of the
farm workers.
The United Fruit Company and
Purex Inc. represent 20% of the
produce growing industry. The object of the present strike is to obtain U.F.W.O.C. union recognition
and contracts from the remaining
80 % of the growers. Caesar Chavez
has called for a nation wide consumer boycott of all lettuce picked
on those farms which have refused
to bargain with the farm workers
union. The lettuce is being picked
by scab workers, many of whom are
non-citizens entering this country on
a special visa limited to a harvesting
season. The farm workers are United
States citizens and permanent residents of this country who are attempting to improve the condition in
life through decent wages. A consumer boycott is necessary because
agricultural workers and employers
do not come under the provision of
Federal Labor Laws.
In the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938, section 202, 29 U.S.C. 6310,
the United States Congress stated,
"The Congress finds that the existence in industries engaged in commerce, or in the production of goods
for commerce, of labor conditions
detrimental to the maintenance of
the minimum standard of living necessary for health, efficiency and general well-being of workers, causes
commerce and the channels and instrumentalities of commerce to be
used to spread, and perpetuate such
labor conditions among the workers
of the several states."
Without aid or assistance from
the nation's laws, the farm workers
have struggled for half a century to
obtain decent wages. The present
strike among lettuce pickers is another step in their quest for dignity
as workers. They have had no aid
from state or national lawmakers
and have suffered greatly to achieve
victory in the grape vineyards. Yau,
consumers, can join in this struggle.
At present, please, only buy lettuce
that bears the UFWOC-AFL CIO
label, an Aztec eagle. Talk to the
local store managers and express
your desire to have only union
picked lettuce sold. (Union picked
lettuce cost the same, and is picked
at the farms of United Fruit Company and Purex Products Inc.) Ask
to see the box bearing the union
label. Our purpose is to bring economic pressure (the only weapon
available to us) to bear upon the
growers. We are asking local chain
stores not to buy or sell any nonunion lettuce. Some have co-operated while others only half-heartedly do so. The stores that persist
iri selling non-unioh lettuce are being boycotted, so as to bring economic pressure to bear on them.
When you see U.F.W.O.C. pickets in
front of stores, please shop elsewhere.
There are many ways in which
you can help. You could volunteer
to form a team of people to check

DELTA THETA PHI

LAW WIVES

Pm ALPHA DELTA

Charles Mathay

by Linda Hamann

by Thomas G. Longo

On November 17, Delta Theta Phi held
a rush party at the City Club. The meeting speakers were five fraternity alumni
who successfully passed the recent bar
examination. They talked about the trials
and tribulations of taking the bar exam
after which a lively discussion was held
regarding law school preparation for the
exam. Following the rush party a general
business meeting was held to elect new
fraternity officers.
Congratulations to the newly elected
officers of Ranney Senate of Delta Theta
Phi for the 1971 school year. Taking office
effective January 1, are:

In keeping with its continuing
effort to provide service to the students of the college of law, Phi
Alpha Delta Law Fraternity held its
annual practice exam on Saturday,
November 21st, at the law school.
The exam was attended by approximately one hundred and twenty students, most of which were members
of the first year class. Professor
Wilton Sogg began the agenda with
a lecture on the techniques and
approaches which should be employed by students when answering
a law school examination. During
his lecture, Professor Sogg recommended that each student have a
"catalytic moment" at some time
prior to actually writing an answer
to the exam questions. It is during
this "catalytic moment," that one's
thoughts should begin to take shape
and an answer to the question formulated. Professor Sogg stated that,
"What for me has been a lifetime of
trauma," has been to get law students not to write a "reflexive answer," but to get them to control
their minds, to be introspective, and
above all, not to panic. After Professor Sogg's lecture, students were
~iven an actual examination which
~as prepared by Distinguished Professor Howard Oleck, and Professors
Boskey and Sogg. Following the
exam, PAD Brothers Gaynor, Jones,
Longo, LoPresti, Morris, and Shoop
answered questions from the then
somewhat bewildered first-year students. One student, Mary Thelwell,
related the general consensus of her
Since there will be no January issue we
fellow classmates when she wearily
want to remind the readers of THE
asked, "What did I do wrong?" All
GAVEL that the Cleveland State University Assembly Committee Program is
in all, it was a worthwhile experisponsoring a lecture by J. Thomas UngerLetters from Page 2
ence, and one which may have
leider, M.D. entitled "The Drug Scene" on
helped to turn on "the light in the
January 13, 1971.
_
of the faculty, we encourage the ad- turkey."
Dr. Ungerleider is assistant professor at ministration to at least place in less
On Thursday, November 18th,
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afternoon at stores where such let- of all alumni,. students, and faculty first initiation ·will be held Thurstuce is sold. Yau could arrange for n;iembers are tied closely to the pres- day, December 3rd, at 9: 30 p.m. at
a speaking engagement by farm tige of our law school. Though the County Courthouse on Lakeside
workers representatives at your greatly encouraged by the recent Avenue. Any student who feels he
church or other organizations to progress of the law college, we or she is interested in becoming inwhich you belong. But perhaps the strongly urge more speed, and m?re valved within the law school commost important thing you can do is support for those who are movmg munity may secure an application
to refrain from shopping in stores ahead.
form from any PAD member or on
that persist in selling non-union
the counter in the Administrative
picked lettuce. For information conSincerely,
Office. Applications for the Decemcerning what stores are presently beber 3rd initiation must be returned
ing boycotted please call the United
Jeffrey A. Rich '70
to the fraternity's mail box by DeFarm Worker Organizing CommitLaw Clerk to Justice Schneider cember 2nd. Remember, PAD is the
tee, Cleveland Boycott Office, 2705
only law fraternity which accepts
Eric R. Gilbertson '70
Detroit Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
women as "brothers."
Law Clerk to Justice Duncan
44113, telephone 696-2686.

The Law Wives were very fortunate to host Women's Liberation and
Women Speak Out For Justice on
November 19, 1970. The featured
speakers were Liz Franklin and
Betsy Tabac who provided the ammunition for a fiery discussion on
the often misunderstood role of today's liberated woman.
On December 9-10, the annual
Law Wives bake sale will be held in
the student lounge. Between 5: 30
Ronald H. Mills, Dean
and
8: 00 p.m. each evening, assorted
Timothy Hughes, Vice Dean
baked goods homemade by your
Jay Newberry, Tribune
Craig Collingwood, Clerk of the Rolls
favorite wives will be on sale. Be
Ned Zaller, Clerk of Exchequer
sure to bring your appetites and
Andrew Bodar, Master of the Ritual
Bruce Molnar, Bailiff.
join us.
Santa Claus is coming to the Law
School on December 13! Children
of all law students and professors
are invited to the Christmas party
to be held in the first floor lecture
hall between 2: 00 and 4: 00 p .m. A
group of children from inner-city
families will be special guests of the
law wives club. Entertainment will
include movies and refreshments.
Each parent is requested to bring a
$1.00 gift for each of his children
which will be given to each child by
Santa Claus during the party.
To ring in the New Year, Mr.
Raymond Leonard from Widmer
Wines will be our host at a Wine
Brothers, Guests, and Alumni enjoying a Tasting party to be held January 22,
recent Delta Theta Phi Rush function at 1971. The time and location will be
the Cleveland Yacht Club.
announced later.
Wives-It's not too late! We have
a
full schedule of activities ahead.
THE DRUG SCENE
Come and join us.
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